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If you’re considering upgrading or replacing your windows, you may be debating between your options: wood,
vinyl, or something else. For Utah residents, vinyl is an excellent choice! Vinyl windows from Peach Building
Products are backed by an impressive warranty, so you can rest easy. No matter the size, shape, or type of vinyl
window you need, Peach Building Products can help you find the perfect no-pressure solution. Give us a call at
800-790-0833 to speak with one of our experts. Ask us about our interest free financing!
Benefits of Choosing Vinyl?
Vinyl windows hold both aesthetic and structural advantages, some of which include:
Eco-friendliness: Vinyl windows are champions when it comes to preventing heat transfer; you’ll be able to
keep hot air out during the summer and cool air out during the winter, keeping your utility bills consistently
low. Because vinyl windows are so airtight, they’re also great at reducing the amount of noise entering
your home from outside (and vice versa).
Maintenance-free durability: Unlike wooden windows, which may need to be periodically repainted or
sealed with a protective coating, vinyl windows require no more maintenance than an occasional swipe
with a damp cloth. These windows won’t rust, weaken, or corrode over time, making them perhaps the
most durable choice in today’s market.
Affordability: Although “you get what you pay for” is an adage that holds true in many contexts, when it
comes to windows, your most durable option (vinyl) is also the least expensive.
Easy customization: No matter the color or style of your home’s exterior, you’re sure to find a vinyl window
that perfectly matches. These windows are available in a variety of colors and styles, ensuring a
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great aesthetic fit without the need to paint or stain.
What Types of Vinyl Windows Are Available?
Once you’ve decided on vinyl for your replacement windows, you’ll then need to choose from among a variety of
window types. The best choice can largely depend on the size of your house, the size of your windows, and your
planned window usage.
Double hung windows consist of two sashes within a single frame; this allows the windows to be opened
from either the top or the bottom, making cleaning a breeze.
Single hung windows have only a single sash within the frame.
Casement windows are attached to the frame with a hinge, and can swing out freely. These windows are
ideal for below-grade rooms that require more ventilation than may be available with a single- or double
hung window.
Picture windows don’t open like other types of windows, but are large and fixed within a wall (much like
a picture).
Bay windows generally consist of several panels set at different angles to create the illusion of more
space.
Bow windows are similar to bay windows but usually contain four to five panels as compared to a bay
window’s three-panel design.
Garden Windows have side ventilation panels that can allow air to flow through the window while still
keeping the main glass intact.
Custom Shaped Windows can be designed to your specifications to fit any room (or wall) in your home.
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